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Abstract 

This article focuses on the development of control mechanisms of open pit mine robotized transport system. Method for the state 
of the technological roads identification with the use of fuzzy inference mechanisms is discussed.  
The structure of the control system is presented. The possibilities of the use of telemetry data for a wide range of important 
technological problems, which, anyway, are reduced to problems of interpretation of the data, object identification, forecasting of 
parameters and the interaction of robotic agents control are discussed. The examples of the formal setting of some of these 
problems which based on the soft computing are presented. Considered in detail the problem of identification of the open pit 
mine roadway. The procedure for organizing and conducting dump truck onboard experiments is described. The features of the 
main control parameters are analyzed. The mechanism of  using  the telemetry data processing in common with fuzzy inference 
tools is presented. The main stages of  the experiment telemetry data processing are described. 
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Nowadays, creation of pilotless technologies for developing quarries and various mineral and ore deposits is a 

worldwide trend. The most important part of this technology is transporting mineral and ore mass via robotized or 
completely autonomous mining transportation. Many leading companies such as Komatsu (Japan), Caterpillar 
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(USA), Euclid-Hitachi (Japan), that produce machinery and transport solutions for mining industry and conduct 
active research in heavy trucks and excavators for open pit mining (Klebanov, 2015; Temkin, Klebanov, 2014).  

One of the more perspective directions of research is developing effective intellectual control systems, based on 
technical possibilities of robotized machinery and modern methods of data manipulation. A simplified scheme of a 
mining technological complex is represented in Figure 1. The main elements maintaining the mining-transport 
complex (MTC) are: 

 on board computing system, installed inside quarry tippers, that maintain multifunctional control (collecting, 
computing an transferring navigational and diagnostics data to the operations center) and remote control of the 
MTC; 

 GLONASS\GPS navigation complex, that are installed on every single mobile unit and allow it’s positioning 
with up to 1 – 1,5m precision, as well as various sensors that monitor unit’s condition; 

 software complex that allows for centralized remote control; 
 wireless data transmission systems: Ultra Short wave connections, tracking systems, mobile connection systems, 

as well as broadband connections and wireless data transmission systems, such as Wi-Fi, WiMAX and MESH 
systems that supply reliable radio coverage and high speed transfer, sufficient for real time video feedback and 
any diagnostic information (Brown, C., 2012; Temkin, Klebanov, 2014).  

 

Fig. 1. Simplified MTC scheme 

The concept of intellectual MTC control system is based on step by step expansion of system’s capabilities in 
context of robotized machinery integration (prioritizing heavy trucks and excavators) and usage of modern 
technologies of data analyzing and processing (geological, operating, technological, sensor and expert data). In such a 
case many of the traditional MTC automated control systems objectives are non-relevant any more, others are 
modified. These steps, characterizing system’s capabilities are sorted by control reactions speed and increasing 
autonomousity of technological machinery and “pilotlessness” level of the control process:  

 centralized supervisor control, based on operative planning models and mining-transport machinery; 
 supervisor control based on sensory data of partially robotized MTC units; 
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 complex functioning control of robotized units with wide variety of functions (diagnostics, interpretation, 
identification, predicting); 

 remote control of robotized agents; 
 remote control and interaction of partially-autonomous agents. 

Final step of creating an intellectual control system for all technological processes of MTC functioning, such as: 

 a heavy truck following a path from load to unload point; 
 loading a heavy truck with an excavator at a loading point; 
 unloading a heavy truck at an unloading point; 
 heavy truck movement from it’s parking spot to an objective assigned quarry track; 
 heavy truck following directions. 

The system is a complex of interacting intellectual agents, that have varying behavior models and basic parameters. 
Intellectual agents is a complex of software modules that exchange input and output information (Temkin, Klebanov, 
2014; Kammoun et al., 2014; Claes, Holvoet, Weyns, 2011).  

Several agent classes are defined: 

 operator agent. Basically, a self-educating agent, capable of forming a situational model without human 
interaction by collecting, accumulating and sorting various facts, events and situations from other agents and 
interacting with them, capable of choosing the best strategy for fulfilling it’s objective; 

 infrastructural agent units, that act as static technological environment elements: loading bays, roads, traffic 
intersections, etc. Each of this agents is described by an array of parameters, and other agent’s interaction with 
them is followed by a corresponding set of rules; 

 reflective autonomous agents are system elements whose behavior is based on environmental conditions and 
information from other agents. All robotized units, such as heavy trucks, excavators, conveyor belts, maintenance 
vehicles are considered this class.  

Autonomous functioning and agents interaction is based on two baseline models: cognitive, that are used for 
describing agent behavior and strategy selection conditions; and processing, that are used for agent condition and 
technological situations interpretation, agent planning optimization, identification as well as data base parameters 
optimization (Temkin, Kulyanitsa, Kubrin, 2015; Bingnan Jiang, Yunsi Fei, 2016).  

The system’s functioning is mainly dependent on information data base that is formed using every control system 
set up in an open-pit mine and all of the available telemetric information. The most developed MTC element nowadays 
is heavy truck on-board computing devices. Constant moving of select heavy trucks on an industrial site allows for data 
collection of not only the unit itself, but of its surrounding environment as well. Depending on the current objective the 
data collected can be processed by on-board computers in real-time and transferred to remote servers for more detailed 
analyses.  

The telemetric data collected by the mobile units’ on-board computers can be sorted into several segments 
considering its role,  that is represented by varying parameters in the control system: 

 data regarding mobile unit’s positioning; 
 parameters, characterizing mobile object’s functioning data (fuel levels, load, movement speed, suspension load, 

etc.); 
 integral indicators, reacting to precise unit’s movements – unit’s vector acceleration sensors. [α(x), α(y), α(z), 

α(x, y), α(x, z), α(y, z), α(x, y, z)]; 
 parameters, describing unit’s position relative to static units in the environment; 

Let’s see how system’s modules interact with the data base while managing the movement of mobile agent i.  
The variables would be: 
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